**VW/AUDI SPECIAL TOOLS**

**0B5 (7 SPEED DSG)**

**Transmission Repair Kit**
This toolkit 0B5.TOOL04 is suitable for the 0B5 7speed Dual Clutch transmission used in the: Audi.

This toolkit is unique! It will enable you to disassemble, assemble and repair the complete 0B5 transmission, including overhaul of the K1 and K2 clutch.

The enclosed user guide shows you the step by step sequence of disassembly / assembly.

*Part No. 0B5.TOOL04*

**K1 and K2 Clutch Repair Kit**
This toolkit 0B5.TOOL05 is suitable for the 0B5 7speed, and is specially to repair the K1 and K2 clutches of the 0B5 transmission

To disassemble and assemble the 0B5 clutch. This toolkit is developed to ensure professional repair of the 0B5 clutch unit and prevent damage to the transmission.

The enclosed user guide shows you step by step sequence of disassembly / assembly.

*Part No. 0B5.TOOL05*

**Counter Shaft Holding Tool**
Holds counter shaft stationary whilst removing the 21mm retaining bolt from centre of shaft.

*Part No. 0B5.TOOL01*

**Sensor Module Tool**
Application:
Releasing connector on sensor module

*Part No. 0B5.TOOL02*
VW/AUDI SPECIAL TOOLS

0B5 (7 SPEED DSG)

Puller - Input Shaft

Application:
Used for removing and installing input shaft on 0B5 gearboxes

Part No. 0B5.TOOL03

Toolkit Driveshaft Bearing Repair
for 0B5, 0AW, 0B2, 0B4, 0DJ & OCS

• Simple repair of the bearing without taking out the tranny
• Time saving Tool, as you no longer need to dismantle
• Only tool for 0B5 where the blades can be replaced
• Spare blades separate available TOOL.AUDI03
• Includes 2 bushings
• Extra kit of 4 bushings separate available TOOL.AUDI02

Click here for more info

Part No. TOOL.AUDI01
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